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PREFACE
This paper presents the results of a study of the gradient wind
field in large scale atmospheric motions and its sensitivity relative
to pressure variations. The objectives were: to determine the factors
that affect the sensitivity; to compare qualitatively the sensitivity of
the gradient wind and the effects of these factors in certain represent-
ative pressure fields; and to compare qualitatively the sensitivity of
the gradient wind with the sensitivity of the geostrophio wind as pre-
sented by S. Fetter ssen in a previous study*
Undertaken as the thesis requirement for the degree of Master of
Science in Aerology, this paper was prepared at the U* S* Naval Postgraduate
School, Monterey, California, d\jring the academic year 1960 - 1951»
The author is particularly indebted to Professor William D. Duthie
of the Department of Aerology for his advice and guidance during the
entire preparation of this paper* The author also wishes to acknowledge
with gratitude the valuable suggestions offered by Professor A. Boyd
newborn of the Department of Mathematics and Mechanics concerning the
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TABLE OF SlQiBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
ft Unit vector along the x-axis
TPl Ifait vector along the y-axis
fe, Unit vector in the vertical
V (-i^-ff
,
irmi) Vector wind velocity
V (y-^) vim) Vector acceleration
V (utt, vim J Derivative of the vector acceleration
V C^A.v-, ur) Wind velocity
V C""-' "^i "^3 Acceleration
V (}»', '^, '*'•) Derivative of the acceleration
Vcu ^^^'
^f"^ GeOStrophic -wind
Vcvv C"^«yt., vyt,) Gradient wind
X Horitontal component of the pressure force along the x-axis
y Horizontal component of the pressure force along the y-axis
Kl Tangential curvature of the streamlines, positive for cyclonic
curvature and negative for antioyolonic curvature
Kn Orthogonal curvature of the streamlines, positive for converging
streamlines and negative for diverging streamlines
K-jr Curvature of the trajectory of the air particle, positive for
cyclonic curvature and negative for anticyclonic curvatiure
A (j=2u> sirv ^j z-oomponent of the coriolis acceleration
A (^= 2 to COS 4>) y-oomponent of the coriolis acceleration
E Mean radius of the earth
#L Acceleration of gravity











J\ Angular speed of the earth* s rotation
Ix Analogous to x-oomponent of the isallobaric wind
as defined by Brunt and Douglas L 1
J
X^ Analogous to y-component of the isallobaric wind
^ as defined by Brunt and Douglas £1]]
"m Factor of proportionality between the pressure force and
the centripetal acceleration in gradient flow
M r 1 - m
T Temperature
^p Specific heat at constant pressure
2. A Height above the reference level of an isentropic surface
•yiT The Montgomery acceleration potential for an isentropic
surface (1937) [4 J
The following additional notation (Holmboe, Forsythe, Gustin f jj)
will be used in the discussions involving baric and anti-baric
flows
bn. Normal pressure force
C^ Coriolis force
V|^ Centripetal acceleration
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I. INTRODXTION
The study of the effects of pressure variations on atmospheric
•wind systems occupies an important plaoe in the meteorological litera-
ture. Articles which pxarsue this study in its many and varied forms
appear regularly in meteorological journals* Textbooks in Dynamic
Meteorology present the basic essentials of the problem and discuss the
effects of changing pressure fields upon accelerations of the wind and
the deviation of the wind from geostrophic or gradient flow*
S* Petterssen [[ 5] pursued this study from the standpoint of the
sensitivity of the wind field relative to pressure variations. His
method of development consisted of solving the differentiated equations
of motion by the introduction of geostrophic approximations of the first
and second order and obtaining a measure of the sensitivity of the wind
field relative to pressure variations. In his study it is shown that
the sensitivity depends essentially upon the tangential and orthogonal
curvature of the geostrophic streamlines, the lateral shear of the
geostrophic wind, and upon terms analogous to the components of the
isal lobar io wind.
The use of geostrophic approximations in Petterssen' s study suggests
immediately that this particular development could possibly be pursued
firom the standpoint of the gradient wind, which is a more general case*
This is the method that is attempted in this paper.
(1)
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Since the gradient wind is the more general case, and the geo-
strophio wind merely a specialized form of the gradient wind, the mathe-
matical development of this study follows very closely that of Petterssen.
The notations introduced in Petterssen' s paper were followed except where
otherwise indicated, and the values given for the various terms in the
equations of motion by Petterssen are used. The above were used intent-
ionally by the author in order that the developments of the two studies
would be similar and a comparison of the two oases could be made*
The departure from Petterssen* s development comes at the point where
the differentiated equations of motion are solved, and the sensitivity
factor obtained. The gradient approximation is necessarily different
from the geostrophic approximation due to the presence of centripetal
acceleration in gradient flow. This inclusion of the centripetal accel-
eration introduces additional terms in the equations for the components
of the wind and in the sensitivity factor. Furthermore, in addition to
the types of pressure fields studied by Petterssen, the sensitivity factor
in this study was applied to baric and anti-baric flow as defined in
Holmboe, Forsythe, Gustin f 3j •
The results obtained are consistent with those of Petterssen. It
was found that the sensitivity depends upon the factors shown by Petterssen
(with the geostrophic shear replaced by the gradient shear) plus the curva-
t\are of trajectory of the air particle, the change of trajectory curvature
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gradient approximations. It is further shown in this paper that this
faotor of proportionality, which relates the magnitudes of the centri-
petal acceleration and the pressure force in gradient flow, can assume
great importance when it is assigned different values, for it can cause
a reversal of the effects of the other factors upon the sensitivity of




II. THEQEIETICAL DK7EL0MENT OF SENSITIVITY FACTOR
With the X-axis toward the east and the y-cxis toward the north
and following the notation given in the table of symbols, the equations







Differentiating equations (2) with respect to time we havej






XL + A^^u- AY - vA + X'ur ^ \o^X' ^ X
We now have equations involving the time derivatives of the components of
the horizontal pressure force. No further differentiation will be per-
formed and we shall now consider the relative magnitudes of the terms ap-
pearing in equations (4).
Now A ' 2 CO sm 4> and A = 2u; cos 4>^ .- i^ .
Also y ^ ZuJCOi 4> and A' » -.2 cosin <^ ^A - - 2Ur , in middle latitudes
cut t
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Representative values of the parameters of the various terms are
Xs! A. on order of magnitude of 10""^ seo'^
u on the order of 10 meters/second,
V on the order of 10 meters/second,
w on the order of 10"-^ meters/second, and
w on the order of 10"° meters/seoond .
Using these values, the magnitudes of the terms in equations (4) are





A'Ur = 10"** m- sec-'
It^A'I ^ ^^"'^ .<...-^
xx^- --^
'^
^at s ;o"' yyi' sec
It is seen that the magnitude of the terms (^xrX +• A lO' -¥• "urX J and
K^W'UJ' •¥ xlX) are about one to two percent of the terms X tx> and A^ir
,
and may be omitted. The differentiated equations of motion beoome
il 4-x^-u. * X^ AY
(5)
V'e may now rotate the axes suoh that the positive y^axis coincides
with the horizontal pressure force. The only terms affected by suoh






¥ith this choice of coordinate axes, we may now represent (follow-
ing Montgomery (]4 J ) the gradient wind on an isentropio surface in the
vector form
with the scalar components
(7)
With this same choice of axes, the components of the horizontal
pressure force may be expressed as
(8)
If the motion is adiabatic but not necessarily horizontal; i.e*, the motion
is along the isentropio surface, we have
^ 9xd;t ax* ^^^^
Now the gradient of the stream function following our notation is
















Since \VT^ coincides with the y-axie,
€ ^ • (v If) = O
«|.^r= « I: • (If fi * 1^ >-»>
The second term above is tero since 4 • *ni = O ,
Since ff'# ^ O , "1^+ f^ K;, -^ O and
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At this point the additional notations
will be introduced. These are analogous to the components of the isal-
lobaric wind as defined by Brunt and Douglas lIJ*
The equations (6) are well suited to the investigation of the
sensitivity of the gradient wind field to pressure variations, for the
terms therein involve the first time-derivatives of the pressure foroe
which in turn involve the first and second space -derivatives of the
pressure force. Formal solutions of these equations will not be sought,
•• ••
but assvmiptions will be made concerning the terms 1A and f" , whereby
these terms may be eliminated and expressions for tx and \r obtained*
These assumptions will take the form of first and second order gradient
approximations. The reasoning set forth by Petterasen f 5l in section 3
will be followed using, however, relationships that occur when the more
general case of the gradient wind is being considered*
With the y-axis coinciding with the direction of the gradient of the
stream function, the acceleration of the gradient wind is
V "^ lift t TJTm
= Tit + ix^KTirn. (^^)
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In gradient flow this is the centripetal acceleration, which is on the
order of magnitude of the coriolis acceleration except near the poles
and the equator; i»e.,
[iVl = XC^Kt is on the order of magnitude of \liriiV\. (18)
Since we desire this relationship to hold not only at a certain instant,
but at all times in this study, we nay say
|V( =^[u'-KT)i8 on the order of magnitude of l~ (2in.xv)[. (19)
Equations (18) and (19) will be called gradient approximations of the
first and second order respectively*
Since the acceleration can not be neglected in relation to other
terms in the study of the gradient wind, expressions for it and its time
derivative must be obtained and substituted in the appropriate places in
equations (5)« The gradient wind eqttation expresses the condition that
the pressure gradient force, coriolis force, and centrifugal force balance
(Haurwitt L^J)* Using this condition we may introduce the additional
gradient approximation
,
where m is a factor of proportionality between the pressure gradient force
and the centrifugal force. Since it is desired that such a proportionality
exist throughout all times for purposes of this investigation, we may say
also
^ .


















This is equivalent to saying that the centrifugal force balances a
certain portion of the pressure force and will continue to balance a -
certain portion during changes with respect to time.
Substituting the gradient approximation in equations (5) we haire
>ny + A^-ir « y ^ AX
or
A"xc - X + X Y
(22)
A^V. NY-AX where M'l-m.
Substituting equations (9) and (10) into equations (22) and further sub-
stituting (12), (13), (15). and (16) we obtain
A'-u* A'l,-Ki(AVa^ + Vj;iKT)vc-Kn(-AV<p-\/^Kr)ir+ A(AV^ + V^ Kr)
or
O = A XX. -t B-LT-i' E
O -- C tt H- Dxr ^- F
.
^^*^
Factoring A. from each of the equations (24), the coefficients are
A - - I - Hi (J V^ -f ^. V^ Kr)
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and it is seen that C " M B
•
It is convenient at this point to give arbitrary, but representative,
values to the factors appearing in the above coefficients, in order that
we may determine the order of magnitude of these coefficients. This will
be of assistance in the qualitative discussion of the various types of
pressxjre fields*
Using the following values
5
-I
K- » ± ic*^ m-»
ay
X
y^ ^ ^ 10'^ sec -I
lo'" 5cc''
Vcp, =1 I m-scc
'' M
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Solving equations (24) for xK> and ir we have:
u= and xr z ---;; • (26)
Substituting coefficients and absorbing negative signs the equations
become:
AD-MB^ AD -MO* ^ '
and the coefficients are;
Cyclonic Flow Anticyolonio Flow
c ' Ma
-o. n - o,o<j
O. 1 \ O.O'^
- O. Ofc - O.oH
c>.ot o.oH
i. (kl I.HI
o. H 1 o.^i
1"^ m.^ec*' 1 1 msec*'X
T
which are the forms of the equations and the coefficients therein which
will be used in the following discussion*
Since we have chosen the x-axis tangent to gradient flow at all times,
IT of equations (27) is the cross-streamline component of the actual wind*
It is apparent that this component increases or decreases as the denominator
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may be considered as a measure of the sensitivity of the gradient wind
relative to pressure variations. It will be shown in the next chapter
how the tangential and normal components of flow as defined by equations





III. TYFES OF PRESSURE FIELDS
From the equations (27) it is seen that the deviation of the wind






terms analogous to the isallobario components J,^ and -t-M. J
~\ \i
the lateral shear of the gradient wind,
-=--^
i
the tangential curvature of the streamlines, K^, ;
the orthogonal curvature of the streamlines, K»v »
the curvature of the trajectory of the air particle, Kj ;
the change of the trajectory curvature normal to the flow, -r— ; and
the factor M = I - na .
The effect of each of these factors will be shown qualitatively for various
types of pressxire fields, and the sensitivities for the various cases will
be compared* It will be convenient for this discussion to begin with the
simpler, more idealized types of systems and work toward the more complex
systems* Following these discussions, equations (27) will be applied to
baric and anti-baric flow as defined by Holmboe, Forsythe, Gustin [ jl »
and the results discussed qualitatively*
1* Curved concentric streamlines with no gradient shear*
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Using the values of the coefficients as determined in Chapter I, we hare
u.- 10.7 meters/second and v = \.Ci meter/second for cyclonic flow and
ix- |3.H meters/second and xr-l.o meter/second for anticyclonic flow.
It is seen that the motion is more sensitive to pressure variations iriien
the curvature of the streamlines (and trajectory) is anticyclonic than when
these curvatures are cyclonic* The cross-streamline component it is seen to
depend also upon the factors M, 1^, aaid ——•' • The fact that the term A can
be cancelled from the equation for V leads to the result that the cross-
streamline component would be the same for both the cyclonic and anticyclonic
• (:,r -
cases*
2* Curved concentric streamlines with gradient shear
a
With K^- O equations (27) become
the orders of magnitude of which are (for cyclonic motion): UL- lOl m-scc"'
and Tr = 2.MM m^ec"' with anticyclonic shear, and u= /0.7 '^•sec'* and Va o. tz m.sec""'
with cyclonic shear* It is shown by equations (JO) that the motion is more
sensitive in the case of anticyclonic shear than in the case of cyclonic shear,
due to the decrease in the value of the denominator when -t—V'> O , Since the
term D can be cancelled from the equation for u, in both cases 1 and 2, it is
seen that the gradient shear term does not affect this component of equations
(29) and (JO).
(15)
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Combining the results of the two cases that have been discussed, it
is seen that the gradient wind is more sensitive to pressure variations
when the curvature of the streamlines and trajectory and the gradient
shear are antioyolonic.
3* Converging or diverging streamlines*
This case is represented by equations (E7)
DE + BF . AF + M3S.
-^ 2 and XT * r-
where none of the terms vanish and all factors exert their influences
upon the sensitivity and the motion of the wind. The effects of the tra-
jectory curvature, streamline curvature, and gradient shear have already
been discussed* The orthogonal curvature of the streamlines, which makes
its appearance in this type of pressure field, serves always to decrease
the value of the denominator and therefore to increase the sensitivity,
since the only term in which it appears in the denominator is squared*
In the above cases the factor -r , which appears only in the
^'^
term D, acts always to decrease the sensitivity in the case of concentric
trajectories or where the radii of curvature of the trajectories decrease
as we proceed toward the centers of the systems normal to the flow. This
is due to the fact that its sign remains negative for both cyclonic and
antioyclonic trajectories* In certain cases of converging and diverging
trajectories, however, the radii of curvature will increase at certain
points as we proceed toward the centers of the systems. In such cases the





the magnitude of the term, -r^ VcyA. ~— , as compftred to the other
terms of D, however, it is seen that in such cases the effect of the
sign chajige in 2_iiX would introduce only very snail and, in the






IV, THE M-FACTOR IN BARIC AND ANTIBARIC FLCW
Little has been said up to now of the factor M« In the foregoing
cases the ralue of M assigned in Chapter I has been used. This value
of M corresponds to the situation where the centripetal acceleration
balances a fraetiona.1 part of the pressure gradient force. This value
of M reduces the absolute value of the terms in which it appears and thus
modifies the extent to which those terms affect the sensitivity and the
motion of the wind. The effect of M when it takes on values outside the
range 0<M<( is conveniently shown in the cases of bario emd anti-baric
flow which will now be discussed.
Following Holmboe, Forsythe, and Gustin f j]] » ^*''ic flow exists where
the normal pressure force is opposite the horitontal ooriolis force and
anti-baric flow occurs where the normal pressure force and the horizontal
coriolis force are in the same direction. YHiere the horizontal centripetal
acceleration is opposite to the horizontal ooriolis force, the flow is cy-
clonic} and where the horizontal centripetal acceleration is along the
horizontal coriolis force, the flow is anticyclonic. It follows from his
definitions that cyclonic and geostrophic flow are always baric, whereas
anticyclonic flow may be baric or SLnti-baric*
In presenting these cases the following restrictions and assvtmptions
are made, again following Holmboe, Forsythe, and Gustin r3j :
(a) the y-axis coincides with the direction of the gradient of the
stream function;
(b) the latitude is fixed, thereby making the coriolis force constant}
(18)
^to«^ lui^ lo won oi" av !bi:?c n^od ssui tit&iJ
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(o) the wind speed is compatible with the pressure gradient
force J i»e», no super- or sub-gradient flow occurs;
(d) the flow is along the x-axis; and
(e) the acceleration is purely centripetal*
The definition of gradient flow invol7es a balance of the three
forces: pressure, coriolis, and centrifugal* Since we ha^e fixed the
value of the coriolis force by (b) above and the value of the pressure
gradient force is assigned in each of the following cases, the value of
the centripetal acceleration is determined by the relationship
tr>. = b^ + Crv (31)
for each case considered*
1* Baric cyclonic flow*
This is shown in Figure 1. In this case b^ is along -c,^. lo;^r>|c^|




\r^ = m bn (20)
^. °
->
m lies in the range 0<m<l and M lies
in the same range of values* The effect
of the factor M in baric cyclonic flow is
merely to reduce the magnitude of the termsFig. 1
in which it appears. The other factors (streamline curvature, trajectory
curvature, orthogonal curvature, change in trajectory curvature, gradient
shear, and X^ and T^* ) affect the sensitivity in the manner that has been
heretofore described*
(19)
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2« Baric geostrophic flow*






iy\. * O sinoe b^ is not zero* Therefore
1^ » I . In this case the equations (27)
reduce to Petterssen's equations (14),
which were used in his presentation of theFig. 2
sensitivity of the geostrophic wind field relative to pressure variations*
3* Baric antioyo Ionic flow*
Figure 3 shows the relationships of the three forces for this case*
b,^ is along -C^ and is restricted to
values lying between -C,^ and O , There-
fore "ir^ must necessarily lie in the range







and T/;^is \r^ % b,v • ^ *^® gradient
approximation
Fig. 3
-iX^ , m b, (20)
<
we see that m ^ I and M — O •
> <
The case of y>\ < | and N|< | has been discussed above in detail and will
not be dealt with further at this point*
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The component l/* is seen to vanish since the numerator is multiplied in
its entirety by M* This is analogous to the case discussed by Petters-
sen ["5, p. 20J , in which he defines '•balanced motion** by means of his
equations. Thus, in the meaning of Petterssen, this sub-case of baric
anticyc Ionic flow may be considered the **ba lanced motion" case for gradient
flow, arising from the restriction imposed by the gradient approximation.
When m > I , M < o , and the terms multiplied by M undergo a reversal
of sign* The sensitivity effects of those terms and the factors appearing
therein are thereby necessarily reversed* Thus we find less sensitivity
is associated with:
H(a) antioyclonic ourvattire and shear ( K^^<^^ ^ ^ ^ ? ^I^Y*" > ^) aad
(b) orthogonal curvature ( K^ \ O );
and greater sensitivity associated with:
(c) cyclonic curvature and shear { Ki>Oj Kj>^ ^-^<.0)
^ 9K(d) the change of trajectory curvature normal to the flow ( ——•''' ).
4. Anti-baric antioyclonic flow.
As shown in Figvire 4, D^ is to the right of zero and hence lies along
C^. Then ITy^ > by^ and V"^ = rn by^ where
m>l and H<0 • This is the same as wasV
' y7 discussed under baric antioyclonic flow
/ . . • * X where the effect of the factor M was to
^ reverse the effect of the various factors->--^
-c,^ O b^ c^ v^ which appear in the terms multiplied by M*
Fig. 4 In this case, however, the reversal effect
is more pronounced due to the greater absolute value of M, and this reversal
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5# Inertial flow.
The case of inertial flow is shown in Figure 5. In this oase, the
horizontal pressure force is at lero and
the centripetal acceleration and the corio-
"ir
A lis forces remain as the two balancing
-^ -^ forces. Applying the gradient approximation
/
/ . "V-^ ' '^ t>^ (20)
' IT*
"C»v h ^8 find that the factor m and hence the
o
Fig. 5 factor M become infinity. Since M appears
in both the numerator and denominator of each of the components "U. and V
of equations (27), we may divide the numerators and denominators of the
two equations by M. Then, taking the limit we have
Tx = I^K^ (^ Vyv+ ji^V^ Kr) - (I , * V^» + -^ vA. Kt)
The factor M is eliminated from these equations. The other factors that
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V. CONCLUSIONS
The results of this study have been set forth for each case considered*
The types of pressure fields discussed were, with the exception of inertial
flow, ones in which gradient flow occurs. The case of geostrophio flow is
only a specialized type of gradient flow* This chapter, therefore, will
not include the results that were obtained and discussed in Chapter II, but
will take the form of a qualitative comparison of the geostrophio case as
presented by Fetterssen £5! ^°<^ ^^^ gradient case xmdertaken in this study,
with comments concerning a more comprehensive analysis of this study and
other methods of development of the theory which occurred to, but were not
undertaken by the author in this present paper*
As stated in the introduction, the development of the theory followed
closely the development of Fetterssen' s theory in the geostrophio case*
We have seen, however, that differences arose in the type of approximation
that was formulated and the types of cases that were considered* A quali-
tative comparison of the two cases, therefore, is concerned mainly with the
effects of the additional factors that appear in the case of the gradient
wind; viz., the centripetal acceleration, the gradient shear, the change
in trajectory curvature normal to the flow, and the factor M*
The sensitivity factor, which is the common denominator of the two
basic equations (27), contains only the terms A, D, M, and B* The terms
A and 3 contain the centripetal acceleration term, which does not appear
in the geostrophio case* The term D contains the gradient shear term, which^^
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presence of the oentripetal aooeleration. The term D, furthermore, con-
tains the factor M* A qualitative comparison of the two oases readily
shows that, in the large scale motions normally encountered in the atmos-
phere, where the curvature of the trajectory of the air particle is of
the same sign as the streamline curvature, the effect of the additional
terms (with the exception of M and ~x—^ ) is to produce a greater de-
gree of magnitude of the sensitivity of the wind field in gradient flow
than in geostrophic flow with the same degree of pressure variation* The
effects of these terms would become even more pronounced with an increase
in wind velocity, since the centripetal acceleration involves the square
of the wind velocity, and furthermore the factor M is reduced as the
centripetal acceleration increases. The factor M generally appears in
the range 0<M<1 and therefore tends to reduce the enhanced sensitivity
brought about by the other two factors* The factor -SJSt , as has been
shown, acts always to decrease the sensitivity in all systems, cyclonic
and anticyolonic, where the curvatxire of the trajectories increases as
one proceeds toward the center of curvature* This is the case in all
systems of concentric trajectories and in some systems of diverging and
converging trajectories* In other cases of diverging and converging tra-
jectories, the curvature may decrease normal to the flow and toward the
center of curvatures* In these cases, due to the change of sign of ^-^^
,
^>
it was seen that the effect of that factor on sensitivity is reversed* It




is only a fractional part of the remainder of the terms of the coefficient
















Kould only become appreciable near the centers of small closed systems,
possibly being a contributing factor to the erratic behavior of winds
near system centers*
The actual degree to iriiich the sensitivity is magnified in the
gradient case over the geostrophic case would « of course « involve lengthy
numerical computations using values of the factors in systesus appearing
on the weather ntfips, and such computations were not attempted in this
study* It would seem that the most interesting comparison of the two
would be in regions of slight to moderate eurvatvire of the streamlines
where the geostrophic wind is often used as an approximation to the true
wind*
In this study the gradient approximations of the first and second
order were established as relationships involving the centripetal accel-
eration and the coriolis force* This relationship was used as a basis for
the establishment of a proportionality between the centripetal acceleration
and the pressure force* and in this form it was substituted into the dif-
ferentiated equations of motion* Since the gradient wind involves a
balance among the three forces — pressure, centrifugal, and coriolis —
it follows that there should be a means of equating the centripetal accel-
eration and the coriolis force by means of a factor of proportionality
and substituting in the differentiated equations of motion* This was at-
tempted but not carried to completion in this study as the method of de-
velopment used in this paper was preferred*
(25)
Y^lJ^neX svlorai ,o3'ii/oo '5c ,f;J[i/oir saao olricrrtdroefs ®dJ^ -y^vo ftaao ;^AeJfl)J*l•^.
• bniw
7ol 9iR«::«f 3 Bt &93W -tT "l.-I»noicJ'«I»t aldl ••o'sol ailoiioo ©.i;J .ban noUrMt^
•lib 9d& o&til hn^sj;i-i^^tiua umf ^l tnol ttiH al boM ^^snol *if/aB«iq ttd^ btxM
a aarXoyal bctw d-nw/fisris »ri;* •oitiB •aoi^c^om lo a/tcf^t*.' p» be^Jt^d'aot*!
-•Jb lo i;>cM{^e« 9dt 9M xbuia Btilt ttt aoi^aXqjtco od* b^iit^o ^oa ;)-ud bm^^qami^
(^S)
Fetterssen stated in his conclusions that the synoptic usefulness
of the sensitivity factor remained to be determined, but that work along
those lines was at that time nearing completion* Should the geostrophlo
sensitivity factor be established as a useful synoptic tool, additional
computations and comparisons as suggested above would establish whether
or not the gradient sensitivity factor would be a more useful tool in
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